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About This Software

Pixel-Me is probably the most sophisticated pixelart character-generation tool for an almost unlimited number of portraits.
Create outstanding pixelart-avatars for your Steam account and social media profiles; create striking images of your friends and

family or use it to depict your team or for ingame-artwork.
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Create hundreds of original characters using a vast array of over 700 elements

During the last six years, I handcrafted hundreds of custom pixelart portraits, storing all the different parts created for these
images. With a total now of over 700 elements like noses, beards, eyes and the likes this tool will allow you to create billions of

diferent images of virtually any person.
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Just a few of the countless faces you can create with Pixel-Me

Random functions for the individual parts of the overall image will help you generate a wide range of different characters and
most layers can be activated or hidden, corresponding to your needs.

You can move elements up and down, shuffle or deactive them

Pixel-Me currently comes with:

freely colourable skin

7 colourable Backgrounds

4 Foreheads

6 Necks

48 Chins

15 pairs of Ears

66 pairs of colourable Eyes
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37 Noses

117 colourable Lips

186 colourable Hairstyles

50 pairs of colorizable Eyebrows

83 colourable Beards

11 set of colourable Clothes

27 Decorative elements (usable twice)

39 pairs of Glasses

The results are yours to use in any way, both personal and commercial. Files are saved as PNGs and editable Pixel-Me files.

Trailer-Music: Creative Minds - Bensound
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Title: Pixel-Me
Genre: Design & Illustration, Photo Editing, Utilities
Developer:
bumblebee
Publisher:
bumblebee
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2018
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Boring. Possibly the most annoying thing is the minimap. It only shows the cells you've already moved onto, but not ones around
you. Forgetting an area means you're stuck traversing it unless you step on every cell... And going back through old levels is
already an insane waste of time.

What are the stats? Sorry, but at least explain them to me. The difference between difficulties is ridiculous. On Horror, you can
steamroll through a level yet a boss can ko a char in one turn.

It's a grind game with lots some mechanics which don't really add anything to the game. It's no different really from a bunch of
guages you have to keep an eye on.

The whole nightmare chase thing is ridiculous. It's so easy to escape them that they're just annoying and serve no purpose. It's
definitely not how I imagined it.

Dialogue is meh. Early on a lot of it is unnecessary and it takes SO long to get through... This isn't helped by the fact that a few
characters don't have voice acting. There is so much pointless dialogue, I was considering skipping it all as it seems like half the
game would be dialogue. Also, the male protagonist is so cucked and pathetic, I instantly hated him. He is so unlikeable and
ultimately pointless to the world other than magic! Your blood is different! And even then he's looked down upon and sounds
like an akward child compared to every other character.

The tutorials are mostly useless. Why explain the controls when I already figured them out? Why explain how something works
when I've already figured it out?

The BGM is mostly awful. It's simply annoying and very repititive.

Blood is a weird as f fetish. TBH this is nothing like what I thought this game was. Some dull dungeon grinder.. Overall: fairly
simple, plenty of fun choices and cool moments when your tactical use of skills pays off.

In Dark Quest 2 you take a party of heroes through a series of dungeons, each made up of a series of rooms, and slaughter lots
of nasty monsters in turn-based combat. There are a nice variety of encounters, twice as many heroes available as you can
generally take into a dungeon so you can choose your party composition, and a bunch of items and potions to customise your
heroes for different strategies. Each hero also has a selection of useful skills learned using a shared resource for additional
choice. Shoutout to my Barbarian who failed his 80% courage test every single time. There were a few minor annoyances\/bugs,
but nothing serious enough (on Normal difficulty anyway) to stop me recommending the game.. Please correct me if im wrong,
but bow and flare are already in the game, right? Can someone plaease tell me EXACTLY what this grants you?. Edit: I
activated a second account and purchased this expansion through Steam for it. Even though this review shows 0 hours played it
is actually hundreds of hours, as my thousands on the base game shows.

I think they did a good job for what budget they had. The hilariously ludicrous 'collector' prices are pretty much tokens of
support for the game and cannot be taken seriously. I am not sure if the Steam version offers those.
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The expansion does have one very unique feature I love quite a bit: a mirror mechanic for two of its zones that links them to
allow you to port to the same location in the opposite zone. It is very much like The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past (or the
newer A Link Between Worlds).

The honest truth is this game is old now. It is amazing it is still supported 17 years in. There are some design direction decisions
I loathe, such as the many nerfs to fun abilities in September of 2015, however the effort shows and with whatever low
resources the development team is given I can tell they try very hard.

Little by little old annoying bugs are being fixed, and sometimes there are changes I do like such as the much-needed boost to
tanking knights got very recently. I am glad I did not buy through Steam at the expansion's launch because at that time I couldn't
have recommended it. It launched in a very bugged state, even unfinished almost. I do not blame the developers for that. I doubt
they would have launched in that state if it was their choice, but we'll never know the truth to that.

This style of MMORPG is something strange to me. I've been playing for over twelve years now. It is mostly my guild, for
which I still play with some people from over a decade ago, that I play. I am also very attached to my bard however, which this
Steam account is named after. The game is far better than it was a decade ago, and I will not wear nostalgia glasses for those
times. It was just downright unhealthy. The game had to be a lifestyle to play frankly, and in many ways it still is. Over the years
it has become far less tedious however, so while I'm not sure if I'd outright recommend any game that takes so much time to
someone, for those that are into it this game may be showing its age but I do still enjoy it.

I hated to see a single negative review. When it comes down to it, I think the developers did the best they could with a very
limited budget for The Broken Mirror.. Not my cup of tea. Half of the screenshots and video isn't even in the build I only
downloaded it to try it out, and in my opinion it is not fun except for the bowling simulator.. Fun if you like to pretend you own
a demolition company and like to destroy buildings.

Its not for everybody thou, like with all simulators it will be enjoyed by simulitions with this very specific taste of play. Unless
you simply want to destroy buildings.

Pros:
- You get to watch buildings crumble.

Cons:
- Outdated graphic
- Dull gameplay
- Very buggy
- Short gameplay
- You really dont need all the machines. You can complete most tasks with simple machinery.
- Not very variating. This game is amazing if you enjoy Adventure Time. Too bad it's not co-op. Apart from that, it's just
brilliant.. It's a really fun, fast pased shooter that has a kick♥♥♥♥♥sound track and your shots match up with the music. The
price is a little steep for the content though, wait for a price drop before buying it, but other than that, it's really good.. Trailers
for the game are better than the actual game. As most of the other reviews suggest, this game is terrible, and was hyped up to be
really good, and it just isn't. The bugs are awful, the story is a drag and barely existent, and it's just a terrible game.
FeelsReallyBadMan. Not enough cue for players...cant figure out what to do next...
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An enjoyable point and click adventure with a great Indiana Jones-esque vib to it. Logical puzzles, lots of exotic locations and an
intriguing story with some heart to it. My only complaint was that I found it a little to 'talky' - too many long cutsceens to sit
through - but they service the story so they didn't stiffle my enjoyment to much.. Excellent bite-sized inventory puzzle
adventure. Graphics are a charming throwback to 16 color DOS era and despite being in space it is noticably void of any moon
logic. I enjoyed the humour and the world-building and if the worst thing you can say about a game series is that you want more,
you know you found a gem. A small, 20 minute gem, but a gem nevertheless.. Pixel Puzzles 2: RADical ROACH has proved to
be so far my favourite of the series. It has all the features which I hated most about it's predecessors removed i.e The main
menu mini game & tasks to complete while you're solving puzzles. Next it has all of the my favourite features included, like
being able to solve the puzzles in any order & the ability to turn of puzzle rotation. Only negative I would say is the music.
Normally I would like this kind of music in any other game. But in a tranquil game about solving puzzles it just seemed a little
to hectic for taste.. Pretty bad policy to abandon a game like these guys did. Game is okay, but thumbs-downing due to poor
ethics on the dev's part.. This is, by far, the best thing I have ever seen on the rift. I honestly could not see how they could
improve on the 3D experience. The depth and scaling of the scenes really make it pop, and it gives a quite beautiful landscape
(think James Cameron Avatar fluorescent night scene type coloring and style). I received almost 0 ill effects from this game (an
8 hours session in half life 2 gives me a pretty bad headache). The game is fun and you can kill time in it pretty quickly without
even realizing. It\u2019s also nice that they allow you to control yourself with both your headset and a keyboard, as they give
completely different experiences.

However, the game definitely needs some tweaking in a few areas.
#1 The random generators can be completely unfair. I once made a perfect run on a track in hard mode, and still lost 30
seconds. Kind of ruins the fun of a game when you are constantly put in unwinnable scenarios.
#2 Starting in hard mode, you get a bowling ball type obstacle. This obstacle can also make the game completely unfair. For
example, you\u2019re coming up on a 5-protein chain, but have the bowling balls before it. They are not likely to make it
through to the red walls. I cannot find a sure way to hit the balls to guarantee at least 1 will get through.
#3 Sometimes the vertical climbs can be just a bit too steep, and the red walls come up so quickly, there is literally no time to
make a guaranteed dodge, leaving it up to luck.

Although, I\u2019m sure these problems can be fixed without having to make any large changes to the codebase, so I expect the
authors will be able to get this right some point soon (\u201cA Story About My Uncle\u201d being a great example of early-
access developers listening to the fans on gameplay tweaking :-) ). Oh. And achievements are always nice ;-). I bought this game
in a sale for really cheap, but it totally worth the whole price without any discounts. The game has a really nice enjoyable theme
and really nice art work. Love how happy this game is meanwhile also everything is turned upside down by evilness. The story
itself is also really nice, there totally has been thought good about it and all makes sense in the end. Even though the game isn't
that hard, the final boss really is hard. It takes a really long time. Because of that I didn't played it for a few little months and
just now tried it again. Once you understand it, it will get easy but still takes a lot of time. So I realised I gave up way too soon.
Regretting that now.

The only down point I would give this game is about the little side missions you can do. I would go out and search for whatever I
needed to find but when you realised you've gone way to far into the game, you cannot finish that quest anymore. Meanwhile it
keeps staying in your journal.

But anyways, a really good joyfull game for that price. :3
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